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Our Cover photo is a 1960 Chevy Brookwood seen in the yard behind the Motion Unlimited Museum in Rapid City, South 

Dakota. When we were there in June the museum was closing and everything was for sale.   

 

The Parting Shot is the same1960 Chevy Brookwood at Motion Unlimited.  
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Planning to renew your ISWC membership? Don’t forget the new rates for multiple year renewals. 
 

1 year  - $30.00   

2 years - $55.00   

3 years - $75.00 

All renewals are payable in US funds. 
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The President’s Note 
 

Although, I have officially quit running our shows, I did volunteer to locate a hotel in the 

Shenandoah Valley for the 2020 show. As usual, the hotels I like do not return my calls. Out of 

about 30 inquiries, 10 got back to me. Of that 10, half of the hotels would like to have us, but 

have no space for a show.  But I am never discouraged. I just keep looking. Found one hotel in 

Harrisonburg without room for a show that suggested we contact a local car dealer and have the 

show in his lot. I thought it was a great idea, but no one told the dealer about it. Whoops!! Since I 

am familiar with the Valley, I think I know the best ice cream shop on I-81. Unfortunately, no 

hotels to handle us in the area. I had two proposals from hotels to have the show in their parking 

garages. I think we like to have our shows visible to the public. Therefore, I rejected both garage 

options. Regardless of where we end up, I am sure there will be a good ice cream store nearby 

(we have our priorities).  

 

When I am out and about (the Shenandoah Valley in this case), I enjoy talking with the locals 

about our club. Although, we are a station wagon car club (by name), I have been asked “do you 

only allow station wagons in your shows?” They are surprised when I say the show is strictly 

station wagons. Over the years there have been numerous station wagon clubs, yet folks are 

surprised to learn of our existence. I make a point to hand them one of our business cards which 

says “check us out on Facebook”. Need some business cards, let me know. We need to get the 

word out about the International Station Wagon Club.  

 

 

 

New Members: 

 

Brad Buell   Libertyville, IL   No wagon listed at this time 

 

Welcome to the ISWC. Hope we see you at a future show.  

 

Chuck Snyder 

President ISWC    

 

 

 

 



Additions to My Wagon Collection 
Chuck Snyder 

 

I am always 

looking for old 

photos and post 

cards with station 

wagons on them. 

Here are the newest 

ones in my 

collection. 
 

This is Grace 

MacDonald with 

what was described 

as a woody station 

wagon used to carry 

passengers and 

cargo to and from the Ligonier Valley 

Railroad Station (Pennsylvania) to Idlewild 

Amusement Park in the 1940's. This one looks 

to be a 1940 DeLuxe. (Photo from Joseph 

Comm) 
 

This one I picked up during our recent trip to 

Alaska. Although, it may look like a Travel-

All or Suburban, I would like to think it is a 

station wagon pulling the trailer.  
 

For those who do not subscribe to Hemmings 

Motor News, their January 2019 issue featured 

an article called Unintentional Portraits – 

Wagons, HO! Featured were a number of 

family photos which just by chance used a 

station wagon as a back-drop. A nice bit of 

history. So, when you are going through those 

old family photos and find a wagon in the 

background, please scan it and send to us to be 

featured in our own family photo gallery. 

(Thanks Clint for supplying the Hemmings 

article.) 



Wagons Worth Seeking Out? 
Chuck Snyder  

 

Looks like our popularity is growing rapidly. The August issue of Autoweek included an article 

describing seven wagons worth buying. Personally I think that number should be much higher, 

but perhaps I am a bit biased. So here is my take on those 7 wagons. 

 

The Mercedes Benz model 

W123 ran from 1976 to 

1986 with 199,517 built. 

When I think of classic 

Mercedes, this is the body 

style that suits my taste. 

Considered to be bullet 

proof these wagons just 

might last forever. In mint 

condition expect to pay 

$20,000 +, but you can 

find them in a lesser 

condition for much less. 

They are available, but that  

nice one may be hard to find.  

 

Mercedes Benz W124 

replaced the W123. They 

were imported into the US 

as a 1986 model and ran  

through 1995. The classic 

look is lost with the 

updated styling. Estate cars 

feature self-leveling 

suspension. Five and 7 seat 

models were available with 

the 7 seat having a rear 

facing bench that folded 

flat to create storage space. 

Power could be derived 

from either gas or diesel.  

The W124 wagon is one of those wagons that relates to money. Because of that factor they have 

been taken care of and can still be seen on the streets in excellent condition. Prices can vary all 



over the board with a high miles (200,000 +) going for a few thousand to a pristine model 

costing $20,000 +. Good models are hard to find.  

 

BMW 5 Series (E34) The 

5 Series was initially 

produced as a sedan, with 

the E34 being the third 

generation beginning in 

1987. The Touring 

(wagon) was added during 

1995 and 1996. A search 

of the internet found that 

these are a bit hard to find, 

with most located on the 

East and West coasts. If 

you are lucky enough to find  

one in exceptional condition, expect to pay! I found them for $20,000 +. That + can be quite 

large for the more pristine models. 

   

Volvo V70-R AWD 

arrived as the replacement 

for the 850 T-5R and 850 

R and was unveiled in May 

1997. US models were 

equipped with 16 inch 

alloy wheels, whereas 

other markets had 17 inch 

wheels available. The R 

designation refers to 

“Refined” and was used on 

vehicles with performance 

oriented trim level, with 

standard equipment  

substantially upgraded 

over normal models. Similar to previous R models it featured a unique leather/alcantara interior 

with diamond stitching on the seats. These are rare. The ones I found were $20,000 +.    
 

Audi 200 Avant quattro 20V  The word quattro is used to describe any 4 wheel drive version of 

an Audi model and has always used the lower case q in the name. These were imported from 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alcantara_(material)


1980 to 1991. The quattro 

was developed as a high 

performance rally car 

powered by a turbocharged 

five cylinder engine. I 

found this 1991 Audi 200 

quattro Avant with 88,000 

miles for $7,800. They are 

known as challenging 

projects if they are not in 

good condition.  

 

Oldsmobile Custom 

Cruiser 1991 and 1992 

models are considered the 

third generation of the 

Custom Cruiser. The new 

design for 1991 moved 

Olds ahead of Buick, 

Country Squire and 

Colony Park in sales. The 

Custom Cruiser was the 

last Olds car produced with 

rear wheel drive and was 

assembled June 5, 1992. It 

may cost $10,000 or more 

for that  pristine model. 

 

Buick Roadmaster 1990’s 

models were similar to the 

Custom Cruisers, with the 

exception that later models 

received the LT1 engine as 

standard equipment. 

Although, they are still 

available, the Roadmaster 

Estates with everything 

correct are becoming hard 

to find and may cost 

$10,000 or more.  



OK, now it’s my turn.  

 

I am not much of a foreign car buff, but I have always had a liking for the Mercedes Benz 

products from the 70’s and 80’s. We recently dropped Barb’s (wife) VW off at Foreign Tech to 

have a bit of work done. Barb is definitely not a car buff, but in the parking lot was a Mercedes 

sedan from that era. Yes, even Barb commented on that “neat” looking car. I guess I like the 

squared off features. They come together to create such a “classy” look. So, yes I like the 

Mercedes W123. 

 

I am sure the W124 is a much better vehicle than its predecessor. The body lines are almost the 

same. There is no mistaking it for other foreign nameplates. Those body lines have been 

modified ever so slightly (I am sure to create better aerodynamics and fuel efficiency). But at the 

same time they have lessened the classy appearance. Sorry, I’ll stay with the W123.  

 

BMW 5 Series? BMW has always been a great car, but (you may notice a trend here) its looks 

leave a bit to be desired. The wagon does have a distinctive BMW look. But, it is just not to my 

liking. Yes, appearance is right there at the top of the list when I am looking at cars and the 

BMW has a so-so appearance.  

 

Volvo V70 has a slightly different appearance from the other European cars. There is no 

mistaking the Volvo grille with the diagonal bar and the Volvo logo in the center. The body lines 

are distinctive to Volvo. I would give it a plus, but be prepared. Good luck finding someone to 

work on a Volvo in our area. (I didn’t see a single Volvo in the lot at Foreign Tech. Perhaps they 

never need work? I don’t think so.) 

 

The Audi 200 Avant quattro to me is a hatchback, not a wagon. Would it be accepted at our 

shows? Sure. I might consider it a close cousin to the other wagons. (Does that mean my 

hatchback Malibu Maxx would be accepted at a show? It can haul almost as much as a wagon!) I 

like the looks of the Audi. Perhaps it comes with bragging rights. Hey, what’s under the hood?  

Is it a four or a six? No, it’s a five.  

 

The last two wagons, the 90’s Olds Custom Cruiser and the Buick Roadmaster are favorites 

(along with the Chevy Caprice wagon). When GM introduced this body, I was not at all 

impressed with the appearance of the sedans. But add that long roof and it takes on a completely 

different appearance.  

 

So, my ranking of wagons to buy puts the GM vehicles as the #1 and #2 favorites. Coming in #3 

has to be the Mercedes W123. My #4 choice would be the W124. Then I would place the Audi 

as #5. Volvo is #6 and the BMW is #7.  

 



The 20 Best Domestic Wagons of All Times 
By Adam of Motor Hub distributed by Hot Cars 

Interpreted by Chuck Snyder 

 

When I reviewed this list I had to wonder, what criteria was used to rank these wagons. 

Regardless of how it was created, I find it to be an interesting list. While reviewing it, I had to 

think, who in our club has one of these?  

 

 

 

#20  Cadillac CTS-V  Luxury, Performance 

and Style all came together for this short lived 

wagon. According to the website, members Bill 

Strobel and Joel Klassen own one.  

 

 

 

 

 

#19 Willys Jeep Wagon  Willys used this 

same body style for years. This is my 1950 

Willys wagon with the unique 134 cid  

F-head 4 cylinder, 3 speed on the column with 

overdrive that can get it up to about 55 mph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#18 Dodge Magnum SRT8  We have at least 

two members with Magnums. Glen and Christine 

Davis and Steve and Beth Peluso showed up in 

Sandusky with look-a-like Inferno Red 

Magnums.  

 

 

 

 



 

#17 Chevy HHR SS  I found three members 

listing HHR’s, but none with photos. So I had to 

resort to a stock photo. Members Chris Brown, 

Gary Wimer have them. Members Steve and Edie 

Losaw drove one from the Boston area to 

Louisville, KY for our show.  

 

 

 

#16 Chevy Chevelle  A classic. Over the years we have had several Chevelle “grocery 

getters” on the field. Perry Yasher owns the ’72 on the left. David and Paula Funk own the 1968 

SS on the right. The Funks also own a 1971 Chevelle SS.  

 

  

 

        

 

  

#15 AMC Eagle  Members James Swank and 

William Tripp own Eagles. But no photos. The 

Eagle is considered by many to be America’s first 

crossover with its car looks and 4 wheel drive.  

 

 

 

 

#14 Olds Vista Cruiser  Another one of the more popular GM wagons (in our club) is the 

Vista Cruiser, with its sky lights and raised roof. Add the Hurst 4 speed to the big V-8 and you 

have one hot wagon. Early generations even had second row seating sun visors available. The 

1967 on the left was shown in 2018 in Dayton, OH and 2019 in Buffalo, NY  and belongs to 

John Maier. The 1972 on the right belongs to Robert Vanbuskirk and was shown in 2018 in 



Dayton, OH. On the bottom left is Jack Swaney’s 1970 and the bottom right is the 1969  

belonging to Eric, Bethany and Claire Luchenbach. Bad enough cleaning 8 windows on a wagon, 

let alone the 11 on a Vista Cruiser. 

 

 

 

#13 Buick Roadmaster (1990’s)  Perhaps the most popular late model wagon in the club 

right now. We even have one member, Bob Oberst, who calls himself the “Roadmaster Guy”. 

How many does he have? You’ll have to ask. Quite a few other members have Roadmasters, but 

George Holt is the most consistent, showing a Roadmaster at every ISWC show he has attended. 

On the left is the Dick and Nancy Woodside’s 1996 and on the right is Holt’s 1996. 

 



Todd and Sue Stair’s 1994 Roadmaster                     Bob Oberst’s 1996 Roadmaster 

 

 

 

#12 Studebaker Wagonaire  Buffalo, NY. I 

said it in the last issue, it is amazing to see one of 

these, yet we had two at this summers show. This 

1966 Studebaker Wagonaire belongs to members 

Les and Anthia Graham. 

 

 

 

 

#11 Ford Country Squire  Ford is considered by some to be the “Wagon Master”. The top of 

the line Country Squire station wagon was built from 1950 to 1991. It sported woodgrain trim 

and was considered to be the premium wagon of the Ford line-up. Just a few of the Squires in the 

membership includes: 1968 Jack Swaney, 1970 Robert and Lee Jacoby, 1973 Chuck Snyder II, 

1974 Thomas Wolfe, 1977 David and Jean Snyder and so many more. I have noted before, I 

have an appreciation for (little) red wagons. So here we have a couple favorites, Jacoby’s 1970 

Squire and Snyder’s 1977 Squire. We have over 50 Squires in the roster. 

 



 

 

#10 Corvair Lakewood  Corvair used the 

Lakewood name for the 1961 model year only. 

The base level was the Lakewood 500, whereas 

the upscale version was the Lakewood 700. 

About ½ dozen Lakewoods are in the hands of 

ISWC members, with this one belonging to 

member Keith Henline.  

 

 

 

#9 Buick Estate (1950’s)  Member Thomas 

Kromer owns this 1950 Buick. By 1953 Buick 

manufactured its last Woodie Roadmaster. As 

noted in this issue’s Haulin’ History 1954 

brought the buying public, the first all steel Buick 

wagon. 

 

 

 

#8 Mercury Commuter  Once again, a few 

in the club, but no photos. This 1957 full size 

Hardtop Commuter was seen at the Ford 

Development Center show in Dearborn. The 

color combination appears to be Sunset Orchid 

and Classic White.  

 

 

                                                                               

#7 AMC Pacer  This 1978 Pacer D/L is 

owned by Phil Amin of Louisville, KY. The 

Morocco brown wagon was originally equipped 

with the standard 232-cid six, but Phil wanted 

something more and installed a 500-cid Cadillac 

V-8, with a transmission from a Fleetwood.  The 

car is also equipped with a B&M three-speed 

floor-shift, limited-slip differential. Look closely 

and you will see a Cadillac hood ornament up 

front. He took me for a ride … WOW! 



 

 

#6 Packard Eight  Sorry, no Packard 

wagons in the club. This 1948 Station Sedan (as 

Packard liked to call it) was also seen at the Ford 

Development Center show in Dearborn. It came 

equipped with a 288 cid L head straight eight and 

3 speed manual transmission. Packard boosted 

there’s room for 8 adults to sit comfortably.  

 

 

#5 Pontiac Bonneville Safari  Remember these from Sturbridge? On the left is the 

Coronado Red 1960 Pontiac Bonneville Custom Safari owned by Joe and Ann Marie Mandarino. 

It comes with every factory option except a roof rack and Magic Cruise Control and is powered 

by a 389 Tri-Power. On the right is Jewel, the 1967 Bonneville Safari owned by our club 

historian Eric Josephson.  

 

 

#4 Plymouth Suburban  The yellow ’59 Suburban is owned by Cruisin’ Bruce, our DJ for 

the Sturbridge show. On the right is the 1961 Suburban owned by Kurt Oleman.  

 

 



 

 

 

#3 Ford Flex  Put a little wood grain on 

the side and you have Dan Darlings. Only one 

of these in the club.  

 

 

 

 

 

#2  Chrysler Town and Country  Club favorites might be the 1969 belonging to Kurt  

Decker (below right), the 1977 belonging to Dick Woodside (below right), the 1956 belonging to  

Bob Snyder (bottom left) or the other 1956 owned by Martha and Mick Kreszock (bottom right). 

  

                                                                         

1972 owned by Robert and Lee Jacoby. This is 

just a small portion of over 20 Town and Country 

wagons in the club. 

 



#1  Ford Taurus  Over the years, Barb and I have owned 3 Taurus wagons (below left) 

beginning with a 1994. The Taurus went through 4 generators before it was dropped by Ford. 

None left at our house now, but Robert and Lee Jacoby are still driving a 1997 GL (below right). 

 

 

 

         Sean Thurwachter’s 2000 Taurus SE  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As you can see the ISWC is well represented in the top 20 Domestic Station Wagons of All 

Time. But what do you think? Would these be your choice for the top 20? Other than the 

Packard, there is nothing in the list before 1950. What about the great woody wagons of the 

1930’s?  

 

Although, I agree with some of the wagons in their list, my list would be considerably different. 

How about yours? So, let’s have some fun and create our own top 20. In the envelope with your 

newsletter is a ballot. Fill it out with your favorite 20 wagons (no order required, we will rank 

them according to how many votes they get.) Drop it in the mail to: 

ISWC 

120 Hicks Road 

Renfrew, PA 16053 

 

Or email the list to cesmurf10@aol.com and please put “wagon list” in the subject line so I know 

it is not spam. 

mailto:cesmurf10@aol.com
http://iswcstationwagon.org/wagon/687


 



HAULIN’ HISTORY 

By Eric Josephson, ISWC Historian 

Fall 2019 

 

The Great Estates:  

Buick’s Big Wagons, 1954-1964 

 
In the early 1950s, Buick, the General Motors brand representing the company’s finest cars next to Cadillac, 

was quite the thriving operation. Division manager Harlow Curtice, having revitalized the prestigious 

marque after it fell into a spiral during the Great Depression, had laid down the foundation for its 

tremendous success, earning him promotions to GM executive vice-president in 1948 and president in 1953. 

Even then, he continued to pay special attention to everything going on in Flint.  

 

It was under Curtice’s leadership that the division built its first station wagons in 1940. Throughout the 

decade, Buick’s wood-bodied Estate Wagons were among the most stylish and luxurious station wagons in 

the industry. But as the next decade dawned, the woodie era was winding down and all-steel wagons were 

being phased in to take their place. By 1953, Buick was the last automaker still involved in the old tradition. 

 

Now headed by Ivan Wiles, who succeeded 

Curtice, Buick finally got on board with its 

first all-steel station wagons for 1954.  This 

year also brought all-new styling to all Buicks. 

“Beautiful pal for a busy gal—Wonderful buy 

for a practical guy” was how one magazine ad 

described the new breed of Estate Wagons. 

The new haulers were available in both the 

entry-level Special ($3,163) and mid-range 

Century ($3,470) series, the latter line 

appearing for the first time since 1942. The 

1954 Estate Wagons were the first haulers                        

in the industry built with a wraparound  

windshield, a feature seen first in 1951 on                                1954 Buick Century Estate 

General Motors’ LeSabre and XP-300 show  

cars, then in 1953 on Buick’s limited-production Skylark convertible (as well as the Oldsmobile Fiesta and 

Cadillac Eldorado). Many styling cues from the previous models were carried over, including vertical teeth 

in the grille (although they were thinner), “dagmars” in the front bumper, ovoid mesh-filled frames for the 

headlights and parking lights, a “bullet in a ring” hood ornament, squared rear wheel cutouts, round 

taillights paired one over the other on each side, “sweepspear” lower bodyside-trim, and Ventiports—those 

porthole-like decorations on the sides that had been a Buick hallmark since 1949—of which both Special 

and Century had three. Wheelbase for both series was 122 inches. Buick’s 322-cid “nailhead” V-8—so 

called for its small valve covers—provided 195 or 200 horsepower for the Century Estate; a 264-cid V-8 

of 143/150 horses powered the Special. The instrument panel consisted of two round dials, the left one 

containing the speedometer, the right one with auxiliary gauges. Power steering, power brakes, Dynaflow 

automatic transmission, and two-tone paint were available, as were air conditioning, power windows and a 

power antenna—both first time Buick offerings—Sonomatic and Selectronic radios, electric clock and, for 

the Century, wire-spoke wheel covers. The model year tally of 442,903 cars built left the division in fourth 

place in the industry, within 20,000 of Plymouth, and calendar-year totals were even better, placing Flint 



in third place. Things started off slowly for the new-style Estate Wagons, which saw 1,650 built in the 

Special series and 1,563 in the Century series, for a total of 3,213. 

 
Better still was 1955, when Buick captured 

third place in both model year and calendar 

year production. The vertical bar grilles of past 

models were abandoned; the new Buicks 

sported a new honeycomb pattern grille with a 

small three-spoke medallion in a floating 

central bar in the middle. The mesh 

surrounding the headlamps and parking lamps 

was also gone. The “dagmars” were now 

situated at either end of the grille, resting just 

above the bumper, and a new stand-up “V”                                1955 Buick Century Estate 

hood ornament sat atop the hood. Specials again  

wore three Ventiports, while Centurys now proudly carried four. New chrome-trimmed vertical taillights 

with round backup lamps below were found at the rear, and three-tone paint was now available. Respective 

engines were carried over with significant power boosts, the Special’s 264 soaring to 188 horsepower, the 

Century’s 322 to 236 horses. A Step-On parking brake and tubeless tires were now standard, as were an 

electric clock and trip odometer for the Century (both optional for the Special). Buick built an astounding 

737,035 cars for ’55, including 7,195 Estate Wagons: 2,952 Specials and 4,243 Centurys, which saw their 

base prices lowered to $2,974 and $3,175. 

 

For 1956, a third-year facelift brought a more V-

shaped grille with fine horizontal bars, on which 

Buick affixed a medallion that showed the series 

name and model year, and a hood scoop topped 

with a jet-like ornament. Rear wheel openings 

were now fully radiused and Ventiports were 

changed from round to oval. The rear was modified 

as well, with new concave fender contours that 

imparted a more fin-like appearance, and taller but 

slimmer taillights. Inside, you got a new 

instrument panel with a horizontal red-line 

speedometer that now included a trip     odometer 

on all models, with the ammeter to the left of it, the 

fuel gauge to the right, and temperature and oil 

pressure gauges below. For the asking, you could                    

also get seat belts, a six-way power seat and a one-

third-two-thirds split rear seat. In line with the                                 1956 Buick Special Estate 

industry in general, Buick production slowed to  

635,158 units, although the division continued to hold down third. Station wagon production, however, was 

still trending upward, and Buick was now getting up to speed, with Estate Wagons totaling 21,930 for the 

model year—13,770 Specials and 8,160 Centurys—all with the 322 V-8, which was rated at 220 

horsepower for the former, 255 for the latter. Ivan Wiles, having presided over this period of greatest 

demand at Buick, gave way to Ed Ragsdale as division manager. 

 

 

 

 



 
The 1957 Estate Wagons arrived not only with 

significantly new styling, but a significantly 

new style. Debuting this year were two new 

pillarless hardtop wagons: the Special Riviera 

and Century Caballero (Spanish for 

“horseman” or “gentleman”). Buick continued 

to offer the conventional pillared Special 

Estate Wagon as well. Bodies were wider and 

lower with a more pronounced beltline dip. 

The vertical bar grille returned, again holding 

a medallion with the model year (though not 

with the series name this time), but this would 

be the last time Buick would engage in this  

practice, as most folks didn’t care to advertise                               

how dated their cars were as the years passed. 

The wraparound windshield looked much                               1957 Buick Century Caballero                             

more dramatic with its sharply angled pillars,  

while a new gunsight hood ornament appeared, sweepspears were made shallower, taillights were now 

slightly oval, the tailfins got ribbed chrome outlines, and vertical grooves were stamped into the rear 

bumper. There was also a new 364-cid V-8 under the hood of all Buicks, which put out 250 horses in the 

Special, 300 in the Century. New options this year included a padded dashboard and a safety buzzer that 

sounded when the vehicle reached a preset speed. Yet for all its newness, Buick dropped to a distant fourth 

at 404,049 units, as Plymouth, which was far newer, emphatically reasserted its accustomed third place 

ranking. At least Estate Wagon sales were still on the upswing, managing a 10 percent gain to 24,016 units. 

Of these, the Special Estate went to 7,013 customers, while 6,817 went with the Special Riviera and, despite 

a $3,706 base price, 10,186 chose the Caballero. 

 

The selection of Estate Wagon models was carried 

over for 1958, but bodies grew even longer and 

bulkier, headlamps now numbered four, there were 

now twin “V” ornaments on each front fender and 

a matching emblem on the face of the hood, and 

the rear bumper now had horizontal grooves, while 

the rest of the styling story could be described in a 

nutshell as “chrome saturation”. The broad, 

massive “Fashion-Aire Dynastar grille” consisted 

of no fewer than 160 chrome squares, and along 

with the customary chrome sweepspears, which 

now wrapped over the headlamps, there was a huge 

swath of ribbed metal lining each rear fender, 

tailfins and taillights were engulfed in chrome, and 

a large cross containing the words “Estate Wagon”                   1958 Buick Century Caballero 

marked the center of the tailgate. About the only  

decoration lacking on the body was the Ventiports, which were eliminated. “Air Poise” air suspension was 

offered, but found few takers, which was a blessing, as the system proved highly flawed, having a tendency 

to leak and leave occupants stranded. Engines were unchanged, but triple-turbine Dynaflow was now 

offered as well as the twin-turbine version, and new brakes with finned drums were a marked improvement 

in an area that had become an Achilles heel for Buick during the production rush of a few years earlier. 

Also, the Century now had the padded dash standard. The overall package met with a poor reception, 

especially in this deep recession year that took a hefty toll on the entire middle-price bracket. Buick output 



sank to 240,659, good for only fifth place, outnumbered by the nearly-as-garish Oldsmobiles. Estate Wagon 

sales plunged to 11,539, broken down to 3,663 Special Estates, 3,420 Special Rivieras, and 4,456 Century 

Caballeros, and there would be no more hardtop haulers after this year. 

 
Reflecting GM’s desire to catch up to Virgil 

Exner’s sensational “Forward Look” design 

creations for Chrysler Corporation’s 1957 models, 

completely new “Delta Wing” styling arrived for 

1959. The chrome square grille theme was retained 

with larger and fewer squares, but otherwise these 

Buicks represented a major departure from the 

past; longer, lower and wider than ever, on a 123-

inch wheelbase, with cocked headlamps and the 

“V” emblem now set into the grille, U-shaped 

contours front and rear, prominent pointed fins, 

elongated wraparound parking/signal lamps and 

large round taillights with conical lenses. The 

windshield was enlarged and now wrapped into the 

leading edge of the roof, although the A-pillar was 

less sharply angled than before, and the traditional                       1959 Buick Invicta Estate 

sweepspears were replaced by gently sloping full- 

length side trim running from the tips of the front fenders to the taillights. Also, the rear window now 

retracted into the tailgate (electrically if desired), replacing the lift-up windows of previous years. All of 

the traditional series names were gone, too (although most would return at various times). LeSabre and 

Invicta replaced Special and Century, respectively, and took on their respective Estate Wagons. The 

LeSabre, inheriting the name of the aforementioned show car, also inherited the previous Special’s 364 V-

8, which again continued untouched, but the Invicta received a new 325 horse, 401-cid “nailhead” V-8. The 

dash was rather elaborate, with a raised horizontal speedometer above two large round tri-section dials 

containing the auxiliary gauges and heater and vent controls. Electric wipers were newly standard (two-

speed optional), a pull-out portable radio and a third seat were offered as options, and “Air Poise” was 

modified, installed only at the rear, but was dumped at the end of the year, as was the Triple-Turbine Drive. 

Sales increased to 284,248 and Estate Wagon output also recovered to 13,517, but Pontiac and Rambler 

overtook Buick, leaving it in seventh place. After all this rough sledding, Ed Ragsdale stepped down during 

the year in favor of Ed Rollert. 

 

The 1960 Buicks continued with the “Delta Wing” 

theme front and rear but the fins shrank a bit, 

becoming shorter and less pointed. These were the 

first Buicks with the now familiar red, white and 

blue Tri-Shield emblem, which was placed at the 

center of a new concave vertical bar grille, while 

the headlamps reverted to their old side-by-side 

arrangement, parking lamps were shorter, the 

taillights added crosshairs, a new rear bumper now 

cradled the license plate, and the bodysides became 

more heavily sculptured and got their Ventiports 

back (both LeSabre and Invicta had three). The 

instrument panel was redesigned, featuring a  

white-faced horizontal speedometer with red                             

graphics that the driver could adjust with a 

thumbwheel to get just the right angle to view it,                                  1960 Buick Invicta 



although there were no more gauges for him or her to view other than for fuel, warning lights having taken 

their place. The optional clock was set on a small pedestal atop the dash. The engineers managed to narrow 

the transmission tunnel, a godsend for anyone who had to sit in the middle. The LeSabre’s 364 V-8 now 

came in three power ratings: 250 horses were standard, while 235 could be had on regular gas, or 300 with 

the manual for more performance, while the Invicta’s 401 carried over without change. Estate Wagons with 

a third seat were now designated as distinct models; they came with a power tailgate window standard 

(optional on two-seat models). The Invicta Estate could get a Custom interior package that included bucket 

seats and a console. A new option this year was twilight sentinel, which automatically dimmed headlamps 

much like the old Autronic Eye, and also turned them on or off when necessary; it could also be used to 

temporarily keep them on with the ignition turned off, as when the driver needed to light the way while 

opening a garage. The struggle continued, production slipping to 253,807, including 12,629 Estate Wagons, 

and Buick faded still further to ninth place. 

 

Full-size Buicks for 1961 emerged a bit lighter and leaner; more conservative, too, dispensing with the fins 

and exhibiting much less windshield curvature. The new design also sported a bold rectangle-pattern grille 

with the Tri-Shield emblem, a flatter and straighter hood, oblong VentiPorts, oblong taillights with vertical 

trim elements, sculptured bodysides with rocket-shaped front fenders, and a beveled tail. Flint summed it 

all up as “the clean look of action”. Only LeSabres remained among Estate Wagons, all with a 235 or 250-

horse 364 V-8, and with Detroit’s compact car wave (which included Buick’s own new Special) putting a 

damper on big car sales, just 8,061 Estate Wagons were built. At least Buick as a whole was beginning a 

recovery, with overall output rising to 276,754 and eighth place. 

 

The “Advanced Thrust” Estate Wagons for 1962 were transferred to the Invicta series, which ran with a 

Wildcat 401 V-8 still essentially unchanged since its 1959 introduction. The year’s facelift delivered a fine 

horizontal bar grille with a subtle central divider, headlamps and parking lamps moved farther outboard to 

impart a wider look, a horizontal chrome strip along each rear quarter panel, and smooth taillight lenses. 

The instrument panel was redone, the speedometer and gauges now black with white graphics and no longer 

with Mirror-Magic. The standard interior was furnished in all-vinyl with tooled inserts on seat backs and 

door panels, and the Invicta Custom interior now came in vinyl with tartan plaid inserts. Positraction was 

also available. Buick was at long last regaining its momentum, as total production soared to nearly 400,000 

cars, boosting Flint to sixth place. Estate Wagon sales also responded in kind, rebounding to 13,748. 

 

The 1963 Estate Wagons were once again 

available as both a LeSabre (in two- and three-

seat form) and an Invicta (two-seat only), but 

the latter was in its final year; in fact, it was 

now the only body style in that series! 

Headlamps were paired in oblong frames 

alongside a rectangle-pattern grille, while 

parking lamps changed from rectangular to 

round, the windshield posts were made 

completely straight, and the bodysides sported 

rectangular Ventiports and more muted 

sculpturing. Also, the rear was revised with 

vertical trapezoid taillights and backup lenses 

below, and the Invicta wore full-length bodyside                             1963 Buick LeSabre 

chrome. The driver faced a completely new  

instrument panel with two large round dials—speedometer on the left, fuel gauge and warning lights on the 

right, with a small round clock face in between. The Wildcat 401 V-8 now powered all Buicks, the LeSabre 

getting a 265/280-horse version, the Invicta still holding at 325. Buyers could now order a ski rack, power 

door locks, a tilt steering wheel, “Electro-Cruise”, remote mirrors, and a new type of air conditioner that 



filtered out pollen. Estate wagons for ’63 numbered 12,983, out of 457,818 Buicks total, again coming in 

sixth. 

 

By 1964, Buick’s comeback was just about complete, as overall division sales finally made it back over the 

half million mark, propping Flint back up to fifth place. Estate Wagons were available only as a LeSabre, 

but a new 340-horse Wildcat 425-cid engine upgrade became available. The new grille was more deeply 

set into the bumper, and parking lamps went back to rectangular, while the side molding now contained the 

Ventiports. After 10,520 were built, the big Estate Wagon would be dropped for 1965, perhaps in 

concession to the novel “skyroof” Skylark Sport Wagon introduced as a mid-season ’64 model. 

 

With all the twists and turns it endured in both styling and standing, this decade-long run of Buick’s first 

wood-free wagons was part of a real roller coaster experience for GM’s premium car division, but through 

it all they remained the big, powerful and luxurious haulers buyers expected a Buick to be. Through the 

absence of the big Estate Wagon, the Sport Wagon served well to bring plenty of business in this sector for 

Buick, and although third place would not be on the radar, Buick on the whole was once again a highly 

prosperous outfit as the Sixties progressed. That, along with a significant rise in wagon sales for its 

competition, would ensure that a revival for the big haulers from Flint was on the horizon. 
 

Activities 

 

June 23 to 27, 2020 ISWC 2020 Convention and Show, Shenandoah Valley, VA  

Lots of history and old cars in the Shenandoah Valley. The looking 

is done and we are down to three hotels. Since the hotels keep 

improving their offers (I keep harassing them to improve), we 

can’t tie down a single location yet. But watch your mailbox. As 

soon as the final decision is made, you will be notified via post 

card with dates and location. I hope to send those out in the next 

two weeks (mid November). See you in the great Shenandoah 

Valley. 

June 22 to 26, 2021  ISWC 2021 Convention and Show, Akron, OH area. 

 

Want Ads 

 

We still have club merchandise for sale.  

2019 show t-shirts   XXL sand, 4 available,  $18.00 each and $2.50 shipping. 

2018 Dayton t-shirts   2018 and 2017 t-shirts  $10 each and $2.50 shipping. 



XXL blue, 1 available,  XXL lavender, 2 available,  XL white, 1 

available,  L blue and L grey, 1 each available.  

2017 Pocono t-shirts  XL tan, 1 available,  L green, 1 available.  

Club logo pocket t-shirt  L tan, 1 available, $15 each and $2.50 shipping. 

Club logo no pocket t-shirt Any size $15 each and $2.50 shipping. 

    XXL tan, 1 available.  

    XL tan, 2 available. 

    L tan, 4 available. 

    M tan, 3 available. 

Club golf shirts   XXL tan, 1 available, $20 each and $2.50 shipping. 

    XL tan, 3 available, $20 each and $2.50 shipping. 

ISWC window stickers $2.50 each includes shipping. (unlimited quantity) 

 

 

Parting Shot 

 

 


